
The Old Marl Pits in Semley 
 

In years gone by, in days of old, men dug the marl by hand, 
A broad tined fork and horse and cart, loaded, all by hand, 
Drawn out the hole and to the field, put in ruck’s, by hand 

Then spread around to weather down, again, all done by hand 
 

 
 

An old marl pit 
 
Many of the fields in Semley have a pond but they are not a product of nature.  They are the remains of the pits dug 
by man in an effort to improve his pastures by extracting marl to use as fertiliser.  The dictionary describes marl as “a 
limey clay often used as manure’’. Put more simply, its use in Semley might better be considered as alkaloid manure 
to balance the acidic nature of heavy soil. 
 
The digging of marl is said to go back at least 800 years and possibly even to Roman times.  No one knows when 
this started in Semley but it would certainly have been practiced between the 17

th
 and 19

th
 centuries when farmers 

became increasingly aware of the benefits of fertilisers. The ponds that can be seen in the village today are the direct 
evidence of marling in years past.    
 
It would be interesting to know just how our forefathers discovered this phenomenon, which in its time must have 
been a most convincing argument, for thousands of tons have been dug over the years.  A more laborious and 
backbreaking job is difficult to imagine than digging clay with a spade, loading into a horse drawn cart, then unloading 
and spreading. It has been suggested that a particular spade was used for the purpose, appropriately called a graft. 
There is little doubt that marl pits were at one time considered to be a valuable resource and continued until around 
150 years ago when other manures became increasingly available. 
 
Within about a half mile of Whitebridge Farm there are at least 20 old marl pits, some of which were once up to 30 
yards across and, while partially silted up over the years, they were at the time about 10 feet deep at one end. They 
were dug in a wedge shape so that the horse and cart could get into the pit - the entrance always being on the lower 
side of any gradient.   
 
In an area about 300 yards to the north of the farm there is a group of 5 pits in close proximity - fenced off and 
unfarmed - which used to be known as Gurtin’s Pits.  Who Gurtin was is lost to history, but he may have been the 
same man who gave his name to Curtin Farm at the other end of the village. 
 
After marl digging ceased, many of the pits became drinking places for cattle and some had land drains and ditches 
emptying into them although the position of several, not being on the lowest point in the area, proves that drainage 
was not their original purpose.   
 
A pit on slightly higher ground made the work of the horses much easier and two good examples of this can still be 
seen on The Common opposite Chaldicots Farm.  Cattle no longer drink from such watering places and nature is 
doing its best to reclaim and refill the pits but because they are naturally clay lined, they seldom dry out. Normal 
rainfall is sufficient to keep them topped up and provide a home for wildlife - ducks and moorhens in particular. 
 
During the first half of the 20

th
 century, with marling long ceased and before the days of council waste collections, 

some of the pits became convenient rubbish tips for everything from household waste to old machinery and even 
dead animals. This went part way to filling in the pits and many are but a fraction of the size they once were, while 
others have been deliberately filled in, perhaps proof of the old country saying “‘while old men plant trees and dig 
ponds, young men chop down trees and fill ponds in”.  
 
These days marl has been totally forgotten in Semley because a huge array of artificial fertilisers as well as natural 
manure have long since taken its place. The pits around the village never found another long-term use, unlike in 
some parts of the country where the larger ones have been cleaned, and in some cases enlarged, to develop fishing 
enterprises. However, in its dry powder state, small quantities of marl are still sometimes used these days to level 
and bind soil together on cricket pitches and bowling greens. 
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